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ABOUT THE PROJECT

The Fordson Arabic Bilingual Demonstration Project is designed to assist

recently arrived Arab students, limited in English proficiency (LEP), to

adapt to a large and comprehensive high s.flool. The project consists of

academic and vocational instructional mAtiles, reading services to teachers

and students, bilingual aide and resource services, computer and television

modules, staff development activities, and home-community liaison.

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES
The modules were designed to assist LEP students in critical instructional

areas throughout the school curriculum. These areas of focus were determined

by a needs survey of the entire Fordson school community. Each module con-

sists of seven parts: title, objectives, pretest, language (vocabulary and

usage) activities, evaluation, and supplementary materials. Modules were

translated, duplicated, and field tested.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Susan Field did her undergraduate work at Wayne State University and

her graduate training at the University of Michigan. Susan has worked for

11 years in Dearborn teaching business subjects and coordinating the

Special Needs Project in the vocational education program at Fordson

High School. The major concepts of this unit were those defined as

critical for special needs students to read a micrometer.



Portions of or the entire instructional module may be repro-

duced except for commercial purposes without the permission

of the author or the Fordson Bilingual Demonstration Project.

This Project was supported by the United States Department of

Education.

The contents of this instructional module were developed under

a grant from the United States Department of Education. How-

ever, those contents do not necessarily represent the policy

of that agency, and you should not assume endorsement by the

Federal Government.
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MICROMETER

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will demonstrate ability to measure using a

1 inch micrometer.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

Given a module, a micrometer and a writing instrument the student

will be able to :

1. identify a micrometer;

2. write the word micrometer correctly;

3. state purpose of micrometer correctly;

4. identify five parts of micrometer with 100% accuracy;

5. write names of five parts with 100% accuracy;

6. state largest measurement read on the micrometer;

7. label five parts on drawing with 80% accuracy;

8. add numbers in the thousandths with 75% accuracy;

9. describe correctly what numbers on the sleeve represent;

10. read measurements using the numbers on the sleeve of micrometer
with 80% accuracy;

11. describe correctly what numbers on the thimble represent;

12. read measurements using the numbers on the thimble of the
micrometer with 80% accuracy;

13. measure five pieces of stock correctly with 80% accuracy.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PRONUNCIATION KEY

/a/ as in Adam

/S/ as in cake

/e/ as in let

/F/ as in meet

/i/ as in sit

/T/ as in ice cream

/o/ as in hot

/6/ as in Coke

/u/ as in Seven lip

/5/ as in blue

/b/ as in boy

111
c equals /s/ as in cents (10t)

/k/ as in cat

/d/ as in day

/f/ as in four

g equals /g/ as in go
/dz/ as in page

/h/ as in he

j equals /dz/ as in 101

/k/ as in kick

/1/ as in Cola

/m/ as in man

/n/ as in man

/p/ as in Li. Pappei

qu equals /!...:,; _. i , alit

/r/ as in run

/s/ as in sun

/t/ as in ten

/v/ as in van

/w/ as in woman

/x/ as in extra

/y/ as in yet (sometimes /61 as
in many)

/z/ as in zebra

/sh/ as in shut

/ch/ as in church

/ng/ as in sing.

/th/ (voiced) as in this

/th/ (unvoiced) as inthing

oo equals /5/ as in food
/u/ as in good

8
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LANGUAGE PAGE

1. micrometer - (mi-crom'-e-ter) n.

A micrometer is a measuring tool. . u.L.,eaB :I .1I

2. measure - (ma' -zhur) v. (as-i) T
Ali can measure with a ruler, too. of y4s

3. frame - (frame) n.

The frame is a part of a

micrometer.

4. anvil - (an'vil) n.

The anvil is a part of a

micrometer.

411 5. spindle - (spin' -dl) n.

The spindle is a part of a

micrometer.

6. thimble - (thim-bl) n.

The thimble is a part of a

micrometer.

7. sleeve - (sliv) n.

The sleeve is a part of a

micrometer.

8. clockwise - (cloki-wiz) adj.

The hands of a clock move

in a clockwise direction.

JLI*1 8 J. .r

J.S.e*J1

.(f.1) v1 .t

AJR.

$1>1.1 o $.>> jjp:ILOI

(f.-1) 01-,-:..ts
0.4

.(1..1) (Le-I.>) yg.1j0126-1 1.s .y

( Li.o) ( Zs L.JI j L>, t's. A

bs L?::. L. as L.JI Lit el
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LANGUAGE PAGE

(continued)

9. counterclockwise

(coun-ter-clok'-wiz) adj.
To loosen a screw, you turn in

a counterclockwise direction.

Thopposite direction in which

the hands of a clock move.

10. inch - (inch) n.

An inch is a small unit of

measure, about the size

of a paper clip.

11. one hundred thousandth

(wun - hun'-dred - thou'-zandth) n.

One hundred thousandth of an

inch is the same as .100 of an

inch.

12. twenty-five thousandth

(twen-ti - fly - thou'-zandth) n.

Twenty-five thousandths of an

inch is the same as .025.

13. space - (space) n.

The space is an opening

between the anvil and the

spindle.

I0

4a...7.z1u4s) .ct

I.--"11 L?:- Le

4..r.5

a.t

(r-1) (LAL1) 10,,. .1.

" 6%)..2

. ( 1 ) . LI.11 ..)4. 1*A 1 1

141,4 CrAklit Ore

,..A.:.11 0.. .0..

"10.)? 0.1),..taj .IT

(r-1)

...To 14,,,+J1 ere

.(r_i) _ .1r

tljja
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PRETEST

Get five pieces of stock from

your teacher.

Measure them accurately to a hundred

thousandth of an inch with your one

inch micrometer.

Record your answers below:

2.

3.

4.

5.

&xi u,s

_rip.. 16-1j,

10J.4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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. STUDENT ACTIVITY 1 (I) %.411.4A ,rr .

Find the statement that matches the word. Write the letter on the line

next to that word. The answers may be used more than once.

4.i:J1t.e.:7151 . 14-1SJA06.11

inch

measure

u4Ls

t.3

iazdj

.L.?::

"")

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

t,,....L.Lz 44J

ce J4S1

a measuring tool

lal

a part of a micrometer

0,

the direction in which the hands
of a clock move

up

j Lis

Li-tt

"r.s

anvil

clockwise a.A

frame

4.1-11

Is

a small unit of measure about the
width of your thumb

et I

micrometer

spindle
.1.1.,ejjz

how you find the size of something

s4AJ1
sleeve

c

the opposite direction in which the
hands of a clock move

15,,,Ju4LAAJI
counterclockwise 4...)L5'

c)1-114.4

.,.To

0

LAILI

J) 1AL-A

thimble one hundred thousandths of an inch

. cro ,..AJ I cr.

twenty-five thousandths of an inch

OAUAJ91 ee Ojjolgj 1164.>

Loi.e.A

an opening to be measured

.025

.100

space

12
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What is this?

STUDENT ACTIVITY 2

c I alb L.

This is a picture of a micrometer.

(mi-croms-e-ter)

A micrometer is used to measure = iii Lri---;-1-1 ....xisrt

small things.

Get a micrometer from your thacher.

13

1,Ji4 &a*

1.),,pi4:1-JI

eral....1.1 "ljzAJJS,0-4



STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

DIRECTIONS:

Have an aide help you with this page.

The aide will help you say the words

correctly.

.16 tri " I ax ea

1iiJ ..1A I Was

This is a micrometer. Say the word.

How many parts (syllables) does the

word have? It has 4.

Were you right?

Write the missing letters in the

. 1.4.15JI IjJI *J4,4,..1.75.±4

" I uLS j. 1.31,, j I et L

1L1H, 1.1aLa-11 Lkx.p..J1

word micrometer. ..L.Lat micrometer 14.15 u4

m r e

You can also see the word meter in

the word micrometer.

14

meter 1.4.15 "Lik.1 Lsjrn of

micrometer yj
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

A centimeter is a measurement like an 1.0.5-41 Sa>.5

inch but shorter.*

rororrimirrororrorrommropropy4.-14611 "sjj 611)

2 3 4 30A 6 7 9 10

IJII r6illid+1411(111111111111161

2 INCH 3

I

thithilliiiiiihilh1111111111111111111111hhhhIliddil

A micrometer is used to measure.

This micrometer is used to measure

only 1 inch or less than 1 inch.

Say the word (mi- crom'- e'ter) again.

Write it down.

Say the word measure (ma'-zhur).

Write it down.

L I

latb tjAol

all 0.4 jii it Sa>1.5

1.01SJI J1.3

:L.LA

What do you use the micrometer for? Tj1.1....1A11-4-11

* 2.54 centimeters equals 1 inch. 143.5, r,of*
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

DIRECTIONS:

Hold the micrometer in your hand.

Find the parts that are in the

picture below.

There are 5 basic parts to your

micrometer. Look at the picture.

spindle jJz,

Wat4.

'4.A.,4:1J1
Sr'

LI.,q.j....11 .1.)111

ii.J.54JI L.,41

thi rr.b e

re1J-i frame

Put your finger on the frame.

Write the word frame.

Put your finger on the anvil.

Write the word anvil.

Put your finger on the spindle.

Write the word spindle.

Put your finger op the thimble.

Write the word thimble.

Put your finger on the sleeve.

Write the word sleeve.

sleeve L.

JS,e*JI ela.00 ta

(frame) 1...15J1

01.1.1JI (.7.6 .16,4.1

(anvil )

j I (..-Ix 1 tio

(spindle) 1..-15-11

0 L,z,ZISJ 1 ule a.a.e.4 I

(thimble) L.JS..1

(1.44) 44,1j16.11 (4J1 44x

(sleeve)..L.usJI

16
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

Turn the thimble counterclockwise.

Do you see the spindle opening up?

Can you see the numbers on the sleeve?

What is happening to the numbers

as you turn the thimble toward you?

They keep getting' larger.

Keep turning the thimble until you

can see the numbers 8, 9, then 0,

on the sleeve. Stop at the 0.

Now the opening or space between

the anvil and the spindle

measures 1 inch.

1 inch

6 ) cri J..11

(vt L.JI

T Ls J.:, Jib

r.SJI

T (1....4J1 )

0IJJJ *LL.11 1.1L.

JAL.?z1 tri

J....S.:, FUJI! 0I

yrh ..74-11.01

tgLij1..11 g.SJI tyig J.14 ,A FL4J71

031.1

0 I JiJI jt

1.1.2.1,5

This is the largest measurement

you can read on this micrometer.

1,111.1.

17

ot J.441.104

JJJ J,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

Now turn the thimble clockwise.

What happens to the numbers on

the sleeve when you turn the

thimble clockwise?

They keep getting smaller. Is

the opening or space between the

anvil and the spindle getting

smaller?

Keep turning the thimble until you

get to 7, 6, then 5 on the sleeve.

Stop at 5. Now the space between

the anvil and the spindle is only

.5 of an inch or one-half of an

inch.

031 jaT

(,74.1j1i..11 4J1 ulx F1-3JSULt.a..N.e. 131-4

clial...aejLia :Sy 0L,z.15.11

0Loi:JLe

1 .71.11 ji JI hz. 7i4,0

0 1

01....,=.5.11 Val tri

rSJI cry o pl". 1 Off 0,6 J.06..Z

(L.4.11)

1)...z.illel-e3 01 "0" ..1s4-4Jjz

1.0J-e *40 031 01.1z...11

1.0.,, )/T L.I.e4.1aL jt ,11.1

18
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

Keep turning the thimble clockwise.

The numbers are still getting smaller

and the space between the anvil and

the spindle is also getting smaller.

Keep turning the thimble until you

get to 2, 1, then 0, on the sleeve.

Stop at 0.

Now there is no space between the

anvil and the spindle. The

micrometer is closed. The

measurement 's O.

ajlaI yj JAZA.1

rt-kAll 01 71...c1...,J1

JJ46.611., 01 JJ1.01z

j-i-o-eaLLISJA

01.....=.54 Val y J.4Zoml

spi.a.11 u4 r- 'T .11.1.091

.(1,411) 44.1j.11.4

cre. J 031

jia.. j4.41,44 J.),.:64,11j

tr.

19



STUDENT ACTIVITY 2 (continued)

Now let's see if you know the 5

parts of the micrometer.

List them here:

A

S

Name the 5 parts on the picture.

1:11 0311 ts.j...:.J

.Ii."41J1 uric

What is this tool?

What can you do with it?

The numbers on the sleeve go from:
(Circle one.)

e alb tRib

JJ.jz 01

yLljim.111 1.5.11 L,6 alax111 stsaz.ez

kjlla a."

(a) from 1 to 2 (b) from 2 to 8 (c) from 0 to 9 (d) from 0 to 0

.n L,J1 it Lyn .7" t.ril .7" L'74

How large a space can you measure
with this micrometer?
(Circle one.)

(a) 2 inches (b) 3 inches

14j, r

(c) 1 inch

ialj vor

20

4.16.11 t1.70 J I J L. j4 L

jx...j.).5La lax

IJLIa

(d) 9 inches

10j, q

14



For the student:

You are going to learn:

to be able to identify a one inch

micrometer and its parts.

In order to do this you will be given:

a module, a micrometer and a writing

instrument.

You will be doing the following:

cz.1 3 J.7.....1)5.,.L....11 ",..ls k..i.e.z....; U4..5

4,1, I ...p.i ti.. 3.> I i vt.:.1

tx6......L..... (....L Li , 11J3 J1.1 c.,...j
.r_14.1 jz.....1,A,L..., , te.lja tSj.....:.

cri, L., ri.ilz....,

completing activity 2 in your t3j..za cri ,,,LL.t.il 0.."..z.J1 rl....z1

module. (4.1ja

We will know you can do this when: : L...1-:a %,--t ,15 ez....A.:1 elzt-e r-La.........

you label the five parts of a

micrometer on a drawing with 80%

accuracy.

r..j u is 1.....6>JI sl:JR.VI ,,,......z

V.......11, A. Iiaj tt... jzaljAtt-JI

21
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3

Open the micrometer to 1 inch by

turning the thimble counterclock-

wise until you have seen all the

numbers on the sleeve.

This inch is divided into 10 parts

on the sleeve. Each number is one

hundred thousandths (.100) of an

inch.

al.! "1.12.1j "L.t11

LALJIejLix "a1a4

10.5.11 "1.-14" u..1c aIas11

,Lc .1.>>1

6.14 uw s rs JS

uLLII 0..s.i.J1

tit 1 tit ill ilt j 1g sli i, is I s I i i, lit i *

0 .1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 ..9..._

rThe number 1 on the sleeve = .100412 = .200,j 3 = .300, 19 = .9001

411 Turn the thimble clockwise until you

get to 8 on the sleeve. Your

reading is now .800 of an inch.

Turn the thimble clockwise until

you get to 4 on the sleeve.

Your reading is now .400 of an

inch.

Turn the thimble clockwise until

you get to 2 on the sleeve.

Your reading is now .200 of an

inch.

*4 times actual size

61..?..1,0L...11.SJI jai

L4s A riljA uu,

J. LLD. F.111-11 01 "y4.1,0A-11

ii-L11 0.. .A crc

15.) jai

rSJI" L7 .1.c t u4s

tALli ..f.. 0.0 JA tom,. t 1..3JJ1

0l.,:.1SJI jai

(..S.11" L.1.c T u..1Jam u
'4.)=V1 titb L.:311 "T" 1

22
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3 (continued)

Each .100 part on the sleeve is

0 divided again into 4 parts or

25 thousandths (.025) of an inch.

.100 4 = .025

(q4.1j11....11 1.SM) 41.c "1..)> .0.. JS

"I..).? To 44 ).0
f

uJ1 71.44

.1°-"ji ("*To) Li..11

..To .0..

.025 .025 .025 .025 .025 .025 .025 .025

.025

.050 1

.075

.100

See if you can do these problems

adding thousandths of an inch.

1. .025
+.025

2. .100 3. .075

+.050 +.225

Turn the thimble clockwise until

you get to the 9 on the sleeve.

Do you see the numbers on the

thimble?

Line up the 0 on the thimble

with the number 9 on the sleeve.

The opening now measures exactly

.900 of an inch.

.125

.1q0
.175

4. .550

+.225

.200

2

*

air. oLS

tIt..:,11

5. :375 6. .025

+.450 +.875

Lis Le u Lez....15J1 j .1 I

I r.SJI) try 9 ,j-ls t,".>

.1411 i5j z. ja 1,-1.>J1

t.. urils

uoLv.i 01 ..a.e.14 s.m) Jis

lo),A jA 031 l>2.0

*2 times actual size

23
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3 (continued)

Turn the thimble counterclockwise

1 complete turn from 0 to 0 on the

thimble.

You have just moved 25 thousandths

(.025) of an inch from .900 to

925. So your measurement is

.925 of an inch because .900 +

.025 = .925.

0 1 3 4

HitH

Now turn the thimble counter-

clockwise again 1 complete turn.

You have now moved .025 more or

.925 + .025 = .950.

411
So your opening measures .950 of

an inch.

L..?.:1 I u...S.c Lri 0 Lez.1-4.11 j

(xis. LTA ji4 cr 114L5 kj.1.3 ac LrJI

01...=11A

14),JI 0.4s...iji 0. "i5..)a. To c1.5.;

giro uJI 01 0.4 #(.T0)

011.0 job 6..3

1To =*To +.01

1 u...S.s cr 0 1.....L.."1_1J1 J.31 k

..13J i_1. LS

760.2, wyo %.1:4)*.

olo = To siTo

Each line on the sleeve measures

25 thousandths (.025) of an inch

between the anvil and the end of

the spindle.

Each longer line (every fourth one)

measures 100 thousandths (.100)

0 of an inch.

24

71.10.,.

(yLlj1z-11 (SA) uLA 13.;. J..,:trce3 01

0-* To

01.1.1J1 (.To) otLil

1.. jj,bi) lu t.lj JS

( I") Lo,),A

18



STUDENT ACTIVITY 3 (continued)

See if you can answer these questions.

1. Every line on the sleeve

measures of an

inch.

2. Each longest line (every

fourth one) on the sleeve

measures of an

inch.

3. One complete turn from 0 to

0 on the thimble moves the

sleeve of an

inch..

4. See if you can read the

setting for number 4.

What is your answer?

LT-Lc L?..:.; %Li jj LS I a 1

111 o .1.o

rs.A IC% JSLeL,3 6.4e -4

0.
"1-1'4J1)

(J..009$ croj

(1,-.14) 4Li.lia.21 pin u4s

,..,j4611 or 401 IjAts kj.jj

( :64?-11) cr:. i .0a-4 I rill Ls.1 t,JI

cr.

The setting is one line past the 1

on the sleeve. The 1 is .100 of

an inch.

Since each :ail line on the sleeve

measures .025, your answer would be

.100 + .025 = .125 of an inch.

Were you right? If you were, read

the settings on the next page.

Is 1_13 olS IJI -4

eLo..,> y L. f p,JJ

rijil

rij.11 .(aJ4) Fin uus

.0. JA

fin Jai. J5 v. 1..3 LS

.s.To (1J4) 4LIJ"11

14..1-4 erd6 "ITO = #*1.0 + *00

4 IJI jib

u-lx-c.LemAiojJ1ijJ1

25
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For the student:

You are going to learn:

to demonstrate the ability to measure

using the numbers on the sleeve of a

one inch micrometer.

In order to do this you will be given:

a module, a micrometer and a writing

instrument.

You will be doing the following:

completing activity 3 in your

module.

20

(y.l.,jiM 0.1x elz.J.Ai ckt

rsA FL3J91

Likk.a.L."4"... fjj...1 4J

"Ijiugul "Le>3..1.0..L

"L'.4-k, (11)z....1AwLA)

LAue

4-1 r crejp.zA

teljaA

We will know you can do this when: of

you can read the settings using Isiji

numbers on the sleeve of a one JA41.4J cr:Ajb.,111 rsJI u-ls

inch micrometer with 80% ."L>LNzi U. tri A. = laIj lo),

accuracy.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3 (continued)

Read the following micrometer

settings.. Write your answers

on the line provided.

27

1,-JULJ:

41-1.0 11.:NA urls

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 4

You know if you turn the thimble

one complete turn from 0 to 0

on the thimble, you move the

spindle .025 of an inch.

Some measurements come between

the .025 lines.

I I 1:25 I

0 1 2

Turn the thimble until you get to

the .100 line.

Do you see the numbers on the

thimble?

Now turn the thimble counter-

clockwise until you see 5 on

the thimble.

This is .005 or 5 thousandths

of an inch.

You have now moved:

.100 + .005 = .105 of an inch.

aLt

tiac u..11 .714,J1 cr. 3.14LS

4:x.0Z Li 8 ot..,..=.5J1

1.0.,4

1.51U tax.

...To A

uric J4,2.-z ur:12.

.81.. 1.5.11

Lris 1.14AI tsjz Jb

aL?...z1v.Sx '..r c;i1

o djz

Jr .8..0 o A

143 0..

ai 031 0 ,S:

4 l 0.4 .0.0 =
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For the student:

You are going to learn:

to demonstrate the ability to

measure to a hundred thousandths

of an inch using a one inch

micrometer.

In order to do this you will be given:

a module, a micrometer and a writing

instrument.

You will be doing the following:

completing activity 4 in your

module.

We will know you can do this when:

you can read settings using numbers

on toe thimble of a one inch

micrometer with 80% accuracy.

u4s 0.0 ILAJ_41

lopj4 041.31JI 04

1.4j.ec,1,S ("1.):.4jj.5.e4) "174s4

29

tiL13 i 0-4

sirle Lay

tin & I s,..11

cr.!

0t

jaaz

(jz..j.j.S.,f4) 0t u-ls 10.4)21

13a 12.46ALe A I j /4j, I.
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For the student:

You are going to learn:
: rLc--, Li..!"'

to match words relating to a

micrometer with their definitions.

In order to do this you will .be given:

j.i.AAJLe jaiLl.-- ,.., 1....-15 c..- , F.1.11-:. 0 i

I-i-z 1--i-e.j-"z cr,.... .., (r"-.".rte 1-4611)

u12-2-Zt-isp....WJi. rl......iJUJ

a module and language pages. 1.,...i c, L..0.1 " Le....1 J.5 " L.:5

You will be doing the following: : 4-4 LA, fsp-L11..

completing language pages and

activity number 1.

We will know you can do this when:

you have matched the words to their

definitions with 75% accuracy.

1 rjj 0,...,11,., Liul c.i.....i.0 ji....si

: L....c I .1.i.... r..1:. ,:,i' .,..1.1::, ol-.1 ti..7.2-1 %_.k.,...

30

L.,.4.L..., ai., 1.,.....A. yo 1-eL-7,

eh
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 4 (continued)

Now turn the thimble counter-

clockwise until you see the

number 10 on the thimble.

15j> Lr.S-c 44 03 I 0 II jai

ri.d. .1 I
LS.

I tri la L. ii 4-r

Your reading is now: : 031 Wzobi 0j5z

.100 + .010 = .110 of an inch.

Turn the thimble counterclock-

wise 3 more lines.

Now your reading is:

.100 + .013 = .113 of an inch.

When you turn the thimble further

= .4-1. +

al..?.:Aw.Ss 44 01.z...t.5,11 jai

031 el:Ls I.'S

1.4.1, .01y. = ..

01-1.14Sj LAaLx

you reach 0 again. ..x..vs> 0.4 ..)4.4611 Q4

Now your reading is .125. There .0To yo 031eLls 01

are 25 lines on the thimble.

Each line is .001 or 1 thousandth s).? ji .,..1 JA 16. js

of an inch.

31
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 4 (continued)

Turn the thimble to .258. Does

your micrometer reading look

like this?

. ..T0A IvLAJ 0L...=SA J.11

Tyz3LS jjtAaJ1 01

Answer these questions. a...L.-91 ea.% crs

1. The numbers on the thimble go

from: (circle one)

u4g FL-01 JA.L.,:z

:az.1.1

(a) 1 to 2 (b) 0 to 20 (c) 0 to 0 (d) 0 to 15

2. There are lines u_lc L6>

on the thimble.

3. Each line measures 16. us,L,.; &1 T

thousandths of an inch.

If your answers are right, read the

settings on the next page.

32

1.0.5.-11 cr. 11 ..).? Li...11 cr.

_731 . LS 1 .11

. e..JL zJI Jae
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 4 (continute)

Read the following micrometer

settings. Write your answers

on the line provided.

( ..)z- ..X.P-Ce "II) ..7ja"-J111'. L'"1"4 / 1.)-51 ,

: 1,JLIIIii

a L'....11 ..k.,?.."..JI .11. J1 {,,..lx 121......,}> i ,...:15 i /

If your answers are right, ask your

teacher for the items you must

measure for your final test.

33

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

j t.... I 1..N....NA 0.1:. Le 1.? I c...:. LS I .-.11

0 i ...?.., yz.JI $ L.......Z SI I crc 0.14.1.2.

4.:. Lt...:..11 els) L,.t,' 1 Li-. L...3 .1> t
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EVALUATION

Pretest should be used as post test evaluation.
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ANSWER SHEET

ACTIVITY 1: ACTIVITY 2: ACTIVITY 3: ACTIVITY 4:

1. D 1. Frame 1. .025 1. C

2. E 2. Anvil 2. .100 2. 25

3. B 3. Spindle 3. .025 3. .001

4. C 4. Thimble 4. .125 4. .4R3

5. B 5. Sleeve 5. .375 5. .871

6. A 6. micrometer 6. .500 6. .613

7. B 7. measure 7. .850 7. .146

8. B 8. D 8. .425 8. .393

9. F 9. C 9. .250

10. B

11. G

12. H

13. I

35
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Micrometers - Kit 681.2H Fordson Library
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Notes
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